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Abstract: In Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), scheduling is one of the important
issues that impacts the lifetime of entire WSN. Various scheduling schemes have
been proposed earlier to increase the lifetime of the network. Still, the results from
such methods are compromised in terms of achieving high lifetime. With this
objective to increase the lifetime of network, an Efﬁcient Topology driven Cooperative Self-Scheduling (TDCSS) model is recommended in this study. Instead of
scheduling the network nodes in a centralized manner, a combined approach is
proposed. Based on the situation, the proposed TDCSS approach performs scheduling in both the ways. By sharing the node statistics in a periodic manner, the
overhead during the transmission of control packets gets reduced. This in turn
impacts the lifetime of all the nodes. Further, this also reduces the number of idle
conditions of each sensor node which is required for every cycle. The proposed
method enables every sensor to schedule its own conditions according to duty
cycle and topology constraints. Central scheduler monitors the network conditions
whereas total transmissions occurs at every cycle. According to this, the source
can infer the possible routes in a cycle and approximate the available routes.
Further, based on the statistics of previous transmissions, the routes towards the
sink are identiﬁed. Among the routes found, a single optimal route with energy
efﬁciency is selected to perform data transmission. This cooperative approach
improves the lifetime of entire network with high throughput performance.
Keywords: WSN; self-scheduling; TDCSS; scheduling; lifetime maximization;
quality of service

1 Introduction
The increasing penetration of information technology services provides easy access to different types of
services through a variety of networks. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) hold an important place and are
deployed in different conditions and locations for variety of purposes. WSN comprises of a lot of sensor
nodes which are bound with limited energy due to its natural characteristics. This limited energy conﬁnes
the total number of transmissions, a sensor can perform. Also, radio design restricts direct transmission
with faraway nodes. These constraints encourage the cooperative transmission to be performed by any
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original
work is properly cited.
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sensor node. Most of the sensor nodes spend their energy in listening packet reception and transmission.
Even though the sensors do not contribute anything in data transmission, it listens to the signals through
the duty cycle in which it is scheduled to wakeup stage.
Scheduling is the process of allocating the sensor nodes with speciﬁc conditions. The entire time is split
into a number of duty cycles. In order to save the energy of sensor nodes, scheduling is enforced so as to
allocate the conditions for sensor nodes. The nodes allocated towards wakeup stage alone listen to the
entire duty cycle. However, energy loss occurs when listening the signals too. Numerous scheduling
strategies have been proposed earlier to support the lifetime maximization of WSN. However, it makes
use of the energy of nodes or the number of transmissions that the sensor is scheduled. These models
mostly ended up in poor performance in scheduling the sensor nodes. Cluster-based approaches are used
during different situations where limited number of cluster heads are selected. It needs to be transmitted
to the cluster head after which no need to worry about it. In spite of all these developments, sensor nodes
remain under-performing in terms of achieving the expected Quality of Service (QoS).
QoS of WSN completely relies upon various parameters namely throughput, energy utilization, latency
and so on. Throughput performance is higher when the energy utilization is higher whereas it would be
higher, when the route selection is efﬁcient. Also, throughput performance and energy utilization create
an impact on the lifetime of sensor nodes. By improving the energy utilization performance of sensor
nodes, the lifetime of nodes can be improved which in turn would support achieving high throughput
performance.
1.1 Problem Formulation
Consider that K number of sensor nodes exists in the topology while the scheduler has to send K number
of packets towards various sensors. So, it replicates K × H number of transmissions to be performed among
different intermediate nodes. In total, it claims (K × H) × μ amount of energy (in joules) to be spent upon
controlling the scheduling signals. This claims the major part of energy from different sensor nodes
which in turn reduces the lifetime of the network. So, the current study considers this issue and is
motivated to design an efﬁcient scheduling algorithm that can reduce the overhead caused by scheduling
process.
The lifetime of sensor network can be improved by adapting efﬁcient scheduling and route selection
algorithms. However, when a minimal number of nodes are scheduled as working, it is easy to identify
the number of routes to reach the sink point or service point. Among the routes available, there must be a
method devised that can select the most efﬁcient route to reach the service point. By selecting the
efﬁcient route, throughput performance as well as network lifetime can be improved. Different route
selection algorithms are available in literature while mostly it uses trafﬁc parameters to select the route so
that the latency is reduced and throughput performance is increased. On the contrary, it reduces the
lifetime as it consumes more energy. Similarly, hop count-based approach selects the shortest possible
route but suffer from packet drop and result in retransmission issues. This phenomenon also claims high
energy depletion. All these drawbacks are considered based on which the current study proposes the
development of an efﬁcient scheduling model.
1.2 Our Contribution
According to the above discussed scheduling issues, the author is motivated at designing an efﬁcient
scheduling approach to achieve the following outcomes.
■ Scheduling approach should be performed in a cooperative manner, where the decision is locally

enforced. The details of different sensors should be provided to all the nodes by the scheduler.
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Afterwards, the source can infer the condition of its neighbors according to the topology and can
identify the possible wakeup nodes and their cycles.
■ Reduction of scheduling overhead that occurs during the transmission of control packets by sharing the
details of the node and its neighbors through data packet. This is an excellent strategy to achieve
topology statistics and support scheduling.
■ Scheduler ﬂoods with periodic details about the transmission details of various nodes which is shared
among the nodes.
■ Scheduling is locally decided whereas the support is provided in a cooperative manner.
■ Route selection should be performed locally based on node statistics.
2 Related Works
Numerous scheduling techniques have been presented earlier in sensor network while some of the
techniques related to the problem undertaken are discussed in this section.
An adaptive scheduling towards Q-Learning was presented in [1] which considered the convergence
nature of jobs in scheduling towards frames’ execution. A delay feature-based scheduling algorithm was
presented in the literature [2], which maximizes the wakeup nodes. In this study, the shortest tree
scheduling was used.
In the study conducted earlier [3], the author presented a Dynamic Hyper Round Policy (DHRP) scheme
which considers the energy of sensor nodes to maximize the lifetime of the network. Similarly, in literature
[4], the method uses connectivity between the nodes towards the measurement of dissimilarity between
neighbors. The changing demand is monitored according to energy demands.
A multi objective optimization model was presented in [5] in which the scheduling is done in such a way
that the blind area is covered. Similarly, in literature [6], an Energy-Efﬁcient Broadcast Scheduling (EEBS)
Algorithm was presented which integrates different time slots to cover the maximum network area.
A backtracking-based scheduling algorithm was discussed in [7] which works based on Langford subset
generation. Similarly, in literature [8], energy availability-based scheduling algorithm was discussed which
considers solar energy for increasing the lifetime of the nodes. In the study conducted earlier [9], the author
used genetic algorithm towards the selection of power level, where efﬁcient route is selected according to its
power levels.
Multi-Constraint Adaptive Routing (MCAR) scheme was discussed in the study conducted earlier [10],
which used a topology tree towards scheduling based on the energy of nodes. Similarly, in literature [11],
energy-based partitioning scheme was presented for route selection.
An adaptive scheduling algorithm was presented
conditions in scheduling the nodes with high lifetime.
nodes were clustered according to their energy levels
energy. In literature [14], scheduling was performed by
reduce the retransmission.

in [12] which used location, activity and trafﬁc
Similarly, in the study conducted earlier [13], the
whereas the cluster head is selected based on its
adapting higher duty cycle and energy of nodes to

In the study conducted earlier [15], the coverage problem was handled by adapting kalman ﬁlter which
in turn improved the network lifetime as well. Similarly, a secure routing with game theoretic scheme was
presented in [16]. This scheme is capable of reducing the power consumption, balance and trafﬁc with the
adaption of Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC).
Trust orient secure routing scheme was presented in literature [17] which inherits different features by
including energy and trust to identify the least hop route. In this study, authentication was performed using
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key exchange process. Likewise, a trust-based model was presented earlier [18] which considers the
persistence of correct behavior of nodes during route selection.
An optimal energy-based secure routing scheme was presented in [19] to reduce the consumption of
energy by sensor nodes. In [20], a partitioning scheme was introduced towards lifetime maximization in
WSN. The algorithm works based on energy consumption constrained routing method.
A lifetime maximization algorithm was presented in [21] which uses linear programming model to
manage power level. An adaptive routing towards lifetime maximization in WSN was presented in [22]
in which the method performed the routing based on tree and according to different parameters. The
method considered the topology features of different neighbors, inter connection among various parts of
the network and its power consumption.
Similarly, in literature [23], an efﬁcient lifetime maximization algorithm was presented using solar
energy towards agricultural sector. In the study conducted earlier [24], lifetime maximization in WSN
was presented by adapting a hybrid routing approach. The method considered energy depletion and
reduced the trafﬁc during different sensors to maximize the lifetime. Data aggregation in WSN is
approached via 3D Discrete Time Markov Chain (DTMC) model which monitors the conditions on
different nodes and their queues about waiting data [25]. According to queue conditions in different
active nodes, the method performs routing and data collection. Similarly, delay-based energy Efﬁcient
Flooding Algorithm (DEF) was presented in [26]. This method constructed a ﬂood tree and diverted the
trafﬁc in different routes to maximize the energy efﬁciency. In the study conducted earlier [27], a slot
assignment algorithm was proposed for Medium Access Control (MAC) layer which considers the trafﬁc
in different channels. According to the load, the method assigns the slots for different routes to perform
data collection. Towards data aggregation, a reliable proliferation routing was presented in [28] with duty
cycle. This method identiﬁes the reliable route and randomly selects the routes to forward the data.
Similarly, in [29], a two-step mobile data collection algorithm was presented earlier to select an adaptive
route towards data collection. The method selects the route according to the trafﬁc and the energy of
routes. In literature [30], priority-based data collection algorithm was presented, where the method
assigns priority according to the number of transmissions to classify the nodes and assign the priority of
nodes.
The methods discussed above suffer from poor performance in scheduling and lifetime maximization.
3 Real Time Topology-Driven Cooperative Self Scheduling System Model
The proposed topology-driven model works in a cooperative and distributed model. Any source node,
which has the data to be transmitted, searches for its duty cycle. At the cycle, the node identiﬁes the list of
sensors under working mode at the duty cycle, based on its previous records. With this information, a set of
routes available is identiﬁed using the topology. The routes identiﬁed are then computed for route Life
Support Measure (LSM). Finally, an optimal route is identiﬁed to transmit the data. The nodes present in
the route are scheduled for working mode, whereas the remaining nodes are scheduled for sleep mode.
The detailed approach is discussed in this section.
The working model of TDCSS scheme is displayed in Fig. 1 which contains various functional parts that
are discussed in this section. The method monitors the arrival of new packet, based on which the routes are
identiﬁed. Further, the method estimates the LSM measure for different routes. According to the value of
measure, the method selects a single route following which the sensor nodes present in the route are
scheduled to perform data transmission [31].
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Figure 1: TDCSS system model
3.1 Route Discovery
The central scheduler maintains the details of the topology and it shares the details to network sensors at
the beginning. The initial data also contains information related to number of transmissions performed by any
sensor and its respective state in previous duty cycle coupled with duration of duty cycle. Such information is
ﬂooded to the sensors of the network. Now, when a sensor receives a data to be transmitted, it computes the
duty cycle time. Based on the computed value, it determines the time and cycle during when it should work.
At that time, the topology constraints are used to identify the list of sensors that are awake for the cycle.
Further, the constraints are also used to identify the routes available around sensors. After the routes have
been identiﬁed, the value of LSM (Lifetime Support Measure) is computed. According to the estimated
LSM values, a single route with maximum LSM is selected to perform data transmission.
Consider the initial packet P is received from the central scheduler. Then, the list of nodes present in the
network are identiﬁed as follows.
Z sizeðPacketÞ X
SensorID; Location; NT ; CS 2 PayloadðPÞ
(1)
Node List Nlist ¼
i¼1;j¼1

Now, for any number of sensor nodes s, the node list contains sensor id, location and the number of
transmission NT done and the current state is collected.
Based on Nlist details, at ﬁrst, the list of routes that are awake are identiﬁed as given herewith.
Z sizeðNlistÞ X
Wlist ¼
NlistðiÞ:State ¼¼ Sleep

(2)

i¼1

The above equation identiﬁes the list of wakeup nodes for current duty cycle, according to the previous
state. If a sensor node slept in previous state, then it is considered during current duty cycle. From the list of
wakeup nodes, the possible routes available to reach a sink are identiﬁed with a consideration that each
sensor has the same transmission range.
Z sizeðSlistÞ X
WlistðiÞ:locationhs:location & s:transmission rangei
(3)
Neighbor list nl ¼
i¼1

Now, the list of routes through neighbors are identiﬁed using the equation given below.
Z sizeðnlÞ X
Route List Rl ¼
RoutesðnlðiÞ; DestinationÞ 2 Network
i¼1

The list of routes identiﬁed by the source is used to perform scheduling.

(4)
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Now, for each route R, from RL, the method would compute the LSM value and a route with the
maximum LSM value is selected. The selected route is then scheduled and the route list is given for
scheduling the rest of the nodes.
3.2 LSM Estimation
The route given is measured for LSM, which shows the ﬁtness of the route in achieving the maximum
lifetime for WSN. LSM value is determined according to the number of transmissions by each sensor present
in the route and their depletion of energy. Using these two values, the method computes the LSM for the
route. The value of LSM is used to choose a single route to perform data transmission and scheduling.
Consider the route identiﬁed to be R, then the hop list of the route is identiﬁed as follows.
X
Hlist ¼
Hops 2 R

(5)

For each hop H, the list of transmission performed is measured as follows.
Z sizeðNTÞ X
NTðiÞ:R 2 H
Tlist ¼

(6)

i¼1

Similarly, the energy depletion of Hop H is measured as follows.
Edr ¼ sizeðTlistÞ  m

(7)

Using these two values of Tlist and Edr, the method computes the value of LSM.
PsizeðHlistÞ
PsizeðHlistÞ
sizeðTlistÞ
HlistðiÞ:Edr
i¼1
 i¼1
LSM ¼
sizeðHlistÞ
sizeðHlistÞ

(8)

The computed LSM value is used to perform route selection and scheduling.
3.3 TDCS Scheduling
Topology-driven cooperative self-scheduling algorithm is given a route which is identiﬁed by any source
node at speciﬁc duty cycle. To complete the transmission of data, a source node identiﬁes the list of sensor
nodes according to their previous state. Based on the state and topology, a set of routes is identiﬁed.
According to the LSM values, the source node selects an optimal route and give it to the scheduler. The
scheduler, in turn, identiﬁes the list of sensor nodes in the route and schedule them to whichever nodes
that are in wakeup mode. Rest of the nodes around three hops are identiﬁed and scheduled under sleep
mode. The concurrency control is performed according to the previous state and current state of the duty
cycles. When a same node sa is scheduled to sleep by a source node s and another node s1 claims the
node sa to wake up, then the scheduler adjusts the mode of the node. The update is given to the node, s.
This makes the status of the nodes up to data and enables the scheduling to be performed efﬁciently.
TDCS Scheduling Algorithm
Given: Network Trace (NT), Route R, Route List Rl
Obtain: Null
Begin
Read the traces of network from NT.
For each node n from R
Set their status to wakeup.
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n.status = wakeup.
End
Identify list of 3 hop neighbors of n as Nhl =

P

Neighborsðn; 3Þ

n.status = sleep and Send notiﬁcations.
End
Stop
The scheduler receives the list of routes and performs scheduling according to the previous state and the
result of the source node.
The working process of the proposed Topology-Driven Cooperative Self Scheduling algorithm is shown
in Fig. 2. This identiﬁes the list of sensors nodes in the network to be awake, according to the condition of the
previous duty cycle. Based on that, a topology is generated and identiﬁes a set of routes. For each route
identiﬁed, the method ﬁnds various features to measure the value of LSM. According to the LSM value,
a single route is selected and scheduled to be in awake mode. However, rest of the nodes in the route, up
to three hops, are notiﬁed to be present in sleep mode for current duty cycle. Based on the route
identiﬁed, the method performs data transmission.

Figure 2: Flow chart of the proposed TDCSS model
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4 Results and Discussion
Topology-driven cooperative self-scheduling schemes were simulated using NS2. The performance of
the method was analyzed under different parameters and different simulation conditions and setup. The
obtained results were then explored and compared against the results of other methods.
The simulation details, considered for the performance evaluation of the proposed scheme, is presented
in Tab. 1.
Table 1: Details of simulation
Key

Value

Simulator
Total nodes
Energy
Battery voltage
Control packet size
Transmission range
Simulation area

NS2
200
100 joules
50 volts
10 bytes
100 meters
1000 meters

The snapshot of initial topology and conditions, considered for the evaluation, is presented in Fig. 3. The
node 0 was identiﬁed as a source whereas 8 was considered as destination node.

Figure 3: Snapshot of initial network condition and setup
The screen captured during data packet transmission between the nodes 0 and 8 is presented in Fig. 4.
This schedules only the nodes that are required for data transmission whereas rest of the nodes were triggered
to go under sleep mode.
The performance analysis of different algorithms was conducted for scheduling and the proposed TDCS
approach achieved a high scheduling performance compared to other methods such as DHRP, EEBS,
MCAR, and Energy Efﬁcient Momento based Dynamic Scheduling Algorithm (EEMDS). Scheduling
performance, achieved by different methods is measured in Tab. 2 and presented in Fig. 5. The TDCS
scheme achieved an efﬁcient scheduling compared to other techniques.
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Figure 4: Snapshot of the routing between the nodes, 0 and 8

Figure 5: Analysis on scheduling performance
Table 2: Analysis on scheduling performance
Performance on scheduling %

DHRP
EEBS
MCAR
EEMDS
TDCS

50 nodes

100 nodes

200 nodes

64
66
73
84
88

68
74
77
89
93

72
78
83
95
98

The achievement in throughput was measured for the number of methods and the results are presented in
Tab. 3. Among the methods compared, the proposed TDCS scheme achieved the highest throughput under all
the simulation conditions.
Throughput achievement was measured for all the methods considered and the results are presented in
Fig. 6. TDCS scheme achieved the highest throughput under all simulation conditions.
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Table 3: Throughput performance
Performance on throughput%

DHRP
EEBS
MCAR
EEMDS
TDCS

50 nodes

100 nodes

200 nodes

62
65
68
84
87

66
68
73
89
92

68
74
77
96
98

Figure 6: Performance on throughput
Packet drop ratio, generated by different methods, was measured and compared and the results are
shown in Tab. 4 and Fig. 7. TDCS scheme achieved less packet drop ratio in all the cases.
Table 4: Analysis on packet drop ratio
Packet drop ratio vs. no of nodes in %

DHRP
EEBS
MCAR
EEMDS
TDCS

50 nodes

100 nodes

200 nodes

38
35
32
18
14

34
32
27
14
11

29
28
23
4
3

The performance on lifetime maximization, introduced by different methods, was measured and the
results are presented in Tab. 5 and Fig. 8. The proposed TDCS scheme produced excellent performance
in terms of maximum lifetime support in all the cases than other methods.
Energy consumption and utilization, by different approaches, were measured and the results are
presented in Tab. 6 and Fig. 9. The proposed TDCS algorithm consumed less energy compared to all
other methods under all cases.
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Figure 7: Analysis on drop ratio
Table 5: Analysis on lifetime maximization
Analysis on lifetime maximization %

DHRP
EEBS
MCAR
EEMDS
TDCS

50 nodes

100 nodes

200 nodes

62
65
68
84
87

66
68
71
89
91

68
74
77
95
98

Figure 8: Performance on lifetime maximization
Table 6: Performance on energy consumption
Analysis on energy consumption in Joules

DHRP
EEBS
MCAR
EEMDS
TDCS

50 nodes

100 nodes

200 nodes

62
57
52
22
19

64
60
56
24
22

68
63
59
29
25
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Figure 9: Performance on energy consumption
5 Conclusion
In current study, a dynamic topology-driven cooperative self-scheduling algorithm is presented. The
source node has been provided with all topology constraints and transmission statistics at the beginning.
With this information, the node can identify the idle sensors in previous duty cycle and the identiﬁed list
of sensors are scheduled for current cycle. Based on this, a set of routes is identiﬁed. In every route, the
method calculates the LSM value so that the best optimal route can be selected. After route selection, the
sensors of the route are scheduled to be in wakeup mode. Further, the source provides the list of routes
and the selected route to the scheduler. This scheduler schedules the remaining nodes that are not part of
the selected route. The inclusion of the proposed model avoids unnecessary wakeup nodes for duty cycle,
which improves the lifetime of the network. Further, it also can handle route scarcity problem by just
sleeping with the rest of the nodes, only up to three hops. This helps in the scheduling of other nodes and
support data transmission by other sources. Scheduling is performed in both the ways so that the
overhead in scheduling is reduced along with route discovery. The proposed method improves the
performance of QoS and increases the lifetime of entire network.
Funding Statement: The authors received no speciﬁc funding for this study.
Conﬂicts of Interest: The authors declare that they have no conﬂicts of interest to report regarding the
present study.
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